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Passion, Personal Investment, Performance, are the three fundamental guidelines of the EMI project.

- Electric Motorcycle Isat -

PASSION

PERSONAL INVESTMENT

PERFORMANCE

Passion and the values of
motorcycling have brought
together a group of 13
students to work on the
conception and production of
an electric racing motorcycle
for the 2019-2020 season.
The taste of competition is
pushing us to innovate to be
able to answer the dynamic
stresses of an electric
motorcycle.

All our team are volunteers and
are driven by the same objective:
Running in the 2022 TT in the zeroemission
category.
This
motivation pushed us to contact
the organization of the TT to be
kept
informed
of
future
regulations changes as soon as
they happen.

Truly aiming for victory, the
EMI team, is using all its
allocated
resources
to
produce a high-performance
motorcycle.
Indeed,
the
diversity of courses given by
ISAT offers us a strong
knowledge base in various
fields of competences such as
mechanics and energetics.
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« L’institut Supérieur de l’automobile et des
transports » (ISAT) is in Nevers, France. Founded in
1991, ISAT is giving at this day 3 kinds of engineering
degrees in Mechanics, Energetics, and Infrastructures.
Equipped with a research laboratory, ISAT offers us
the opportunity to work with many academic
researchers. In this way, as well as training engineers,
it actively contributes to the scientific research in the
transportation field.

The EMI project started in September 2018 and has become a part of the ISAT curriculum. In the first
year of the engineering syllabus, students are asked to take responsibility for a project, to define its
objectives and do the necessary to reach these objectives. The team is then replaced every year.
The design and production of the motorcycle are therefore undertaken by students and partners. As
we have limited technical and financial resources, it is essential for us to be helped by partners.
Therefore, we insist on the importance of partnerships between professionals and engineering
students.

Initiated in 1907, the Tourist Trophy is one of the most popular motorcycle
competitions in the world. Many riders from all around the world come to
challenge the mythical roads of the isle of Man of the English coasts.
This competition gets its popularity from its track that has 264 turns
through the streets of villages and the Manx countryside. From the start at
Grandstand down to the Governor’s Bridge and even through the famous
Glen Helen turn, the TT layout is one of the most respected in the world. It
represents in itself the two most respected values in motorcycling sport:
speed and performance.

Only open to motorcycles equipped with combustion engines, The
Tourist Trophy became accessible to electric motorcycles in 2010 with
the creation of the TT zero category in which electric riders could
compete against each other. The objective in this category is to go
around the 60.6 kilometer track once, as fast as possible by only using
electric power. The current record established in 2018 is of 18 minutes
and 35 seconds which is our objective.
As you may know, the TT Zero has been suspended for the next two years.
This delay will be used by the organizers to talk with different teams the
different ways to develop the competition and its regulation. This is an
opportunity for us as we are part of the conversation between organizers
and competitors.

Steve Babb

The unusual profile of the TT track is very demanding for
the motorcycles. The suspensions are often compressed
to their maximum, the chassis is very challenged and the
engine is at full power for 80% of the lap. The EMI project
is very aware of the engineering issues in the mechanical
and energetical departments. To answer as well as
possible, we have divided our team in four groups who
all have separate objectives for this season:
Guillaume Aragon

Sizing and producing the steel

Choosing the different sensors

Sizing and buying the different

lattice framework

and design the electric wiring

Design of the aluminium swing

Programming and developing the

braking and suspensions
elements

arm

different assistance systems

Finding a way to simulate the

Designing the dashboard and

dynamics of a motorcycle

Designing and building the
battery pack with lithium polymer
elements and the BMS

Develop the motor driving system

rider interface

7000 €

15000 €

3000 €
18000 €

For you :
Our partners will benefit from visibility in a highly respected competition very appreciated by
the public and professionals around the world. This is a great way to prove that you are innovative
and creative in the motor sports industry, by helping us develop a prototype from scratch. This
project is an improvement in which we will all benefit as it will enable you to be part of the
development of engineering in transport.

For us :
It’s an opportunity to extend the knowledge of every one of us in terms of technical experience,
but also in terms of management, communication skills and human relations thanks to the work
produced by our team for this ambitious project.

For the public :
This project is a new approach to motorcycle sports. It’s a way of building the future of the
discipline while keeping the spirit of performance, beauty of driving and passion.

You can become a partner of EMI with material
donations, financial donations or even technical
support.
The team will do as much as possible to offer you a
worldwide visibility during the event but also during
motor shows, test runs and other smaller competitions.
You will be visible through the different
communications supports we will use such as social
networks, your logo on the motorcycle and stand
during races or shows, the official attire and derived
products.
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